SELECTION FOR 4 SCHOLARSHIPS (2 SCHOLARSHIPS ARE RESERVED TO STUDENTS HOLDING A FOREIGN [NON-ITALIAN] BACHELOR DEGREE) FOR STUDENTS ENROLLING AT THE MASTER DEGREE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE a.y. 2018/2019

The Committee of the selection for 4 scholarships (2 scholarships are reserved to students holding a foreign [non-Italian] bachelor degree) for students enrolling at the Master Degree in Computer Science a.y. 2018/2019, on 6 September 2018, examined the applications received.

PROVISIONAL RANKING LIST

Marcuzzo Matteo punti 94,08/100 scholarship assigned
Parolini Francesco punti 90,88/100 scholarship assigned
Lizan Dragos Cristian punti 89,13/100 scholarship assigned
Biondo Andrea punti 88,11/100
Rizzo Matteo punti 85,62/100
Eccher Paolo punti 85,22/100
Bergamin Luca punti 84,92/100
Zangari Alessandro punti 83,57/100